
As we all make the necessary 
adjustments to living with and through 
a pandemic, it has been heartening 
to witness first-hand the resilience of 
businesses. We are responding with 
tailored, innovative commercial solutions 
to complex legal challenges under our 
new Holmes brand. Thank you to all 
of you who reached out with positive 
feedback, it is greatly appreciated.

Given this challenging environment, we were 
delighted to celebrate some notable success 
stories during the Limerick Chamber Regional 
Business Awards. As sponsor of the Best 
Large Business: Contribution to the Region 
Award, we extend our sincere congratulations 
to the winner of this category, Kirby Group 
Engineering, and indeed to all winners, those 
shortlisted and organisers. Support for these 
awards is more important than ever and we 
commend the main sponsor, Technological 
University of the Shannon: Midlands 
Midwest (TUS), who are living the exciting 
start of their new technological university 
status following the merger of Limerick 
and Athlone Institutes of Technology.

Making strides within our own organisation, 
we highlight recent promotions of Shane 
Costelloe and Caitlín Love to the positions 
of Senior Associates and Audrey Browne to 
Associate. They reflect the continuity that 
we are able to offer our clients. Strategic 
external hires are also a key element of 
our strategy and the appointment of Molly 
Burke as a Corporate and Commercial 
solicitor, and Gillian Butler as a Commercial 
Property solicitor, reflect our continued 
commitment to growth and client service.

In this spirit this edition looks at the current 
surge in M&A and deal activity, as well 
as green and sustainable themes. Our 
pandemic legal guides have proven to be 
extremely popular and are available through 
our COVID-19 hub on www.holmeslaw.ie. 
It contains a wealth of information that 
is practical and beneficial in dealing 
with unique COVID-19 challenges.

Ongoing goals are to ensure staff wellness. 
The recent photographs of our team 
walks and hikes showcase why staff 
regard Holmes as a great place to work. 
We have also embraced technology in 
advancing social causes through the Kinia 
Reading Buddy Scheme whereby our 
team is able to assist school children with 
literacy skills in what has proven to be a 
very popular and rewarding initiative.

As we look ahead, we will continue to adapt 
and innovate in response to the evolving 
legal challenges. The launch of our new 
Holmes brand is merely the first step in our 
2025 strategic plan which we are working 
through with our consultants, Ingenium, and 
I look forward to sharing more details of our 
exciting plans with you in the coming months.
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Guiding you with 
experience and integrity.

BEST LARGE BUSINESS: CONTRIBUTION TO THE REGION 
2021 AWARD WINNER: KIRBY GROUP ENGINEERING. SHANE 
COSTELLOE PRESENTS THE AWARD TO RUAIRI RYAN, 
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

I wish you all a very happy 
and safe New Year, with 
every sincere wish for 
success and that you and 
your families and colleagues 
all stay well throughout 2022.

Kind Regards,

Harry Fehily 
Managing Partner

January 2022
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OFFENCES
The Act provides for a number of offences:-

 — Perjury
 — Subornation of perjury
 — Fabrication of evidence
 — Making false statements on oath outside 
of judicial or other proceedings 

 — Making false statements without oath.

A person commits perjury if they make a material statement 
in the course of judicial or other proceedings that is false, and 
that they know to be false. The statement does not have to 
be made in oral evidence–an offence is still committed if it is 
made in an affidavit. Subornation of perjury is where a person 
causes another person to commit perjury and knows or is 
reckless as to whether the other person is committing perjury.

‘A person commits perjury if they make 
a material statement in the course of 
judicial or other proceedings that is  
false, and that they know to be false’. 

It is also an offence to fabricate evidence (by any means 
other than provided for by perjury or subornation of perjury) 
or to knowingly use fabricated evidence, with the intention 
of misleading proceedings. It is already an offence under 
the Civil Liability and Courts Act 2004 to give false or 
misleading evidence, or to swear a false or misleading 
affidavit, in personal injuries actions. The new statutory 
offences of perjury, subordination of perjury and fabrication 
of evidence, however, apply to all judicial proceedings and 
proceedings such as tribunals of inquiry and commissions 
of investigation. It is important to be aware that outside of 
judicial and other proceedings, where a statement on oath is 
required or authorised by law, it is an offence to make a false 
statement ‘for any purpose’, which is quite all-encompassing.

LIABILITY OF DIRECTORS AND 
OFFICERS OF CORPORATE BODIES
It is an offence to make a false statement in 
documents which are not sworn under oath, such 
as statutory declarations, statements of truth (made 
in place of statutory declarations) and documents 
required pursuant to legislation such as annual 
returns, accounts and tax returns as well as ‘any oral 
declaration or oral answer’ required. This is quite far 
reaching and is of particular relevance to individuals 
involved in business. Where an offence is committed 
by a body corporate, its directors, managers, secretary 
or other officer or someone purporting to act in such a 
capacity, may also be guilty if the offence is committed 
with their consent, connivance or wilful neglect.

PENALTIES
If found guilty of an offence, the penalties can be severe. 
On summary conviction, a fine of up to €4,000 and/or up 
to 12 months in prison, and on conviction on indictment, 
a fine not exceeding €100,000 and/or up to 10 years 
in prison, not to mention the reputational damage to a 
company and its directors if it involves a corporate body.

CONCLUSION
The government has been prioritising the reform of the 
insurance sector, paying particular attention to motor, 
public liability and employer liability insurance. The 
Minister of State with responsibility for Law Reform, 
James Browne, welcomed the Act, describing it as a 
‘significant legislative milestone’ which will not only 
impose substantial penalties but will also act as a 
deterrent to individuals considering bringing false or 
exaggerated claims. However, this legislation is not 
just about the insurance sector – it has implications 
for the wider business community as well.

LITIGATION AND DISPUTES 

The truth, the whole 
truth and nothing 
but the truth…
 IN BRIEF 
The Criminal Justice (Perjury and Related Offences) Act 2021 (the ‘Act’) clarifies 
the law on perjury and related offences. While it was initially introduced as part 
of wider reforms to the insurance sector in an attempt to combat fraud, it also 
has implications for the wider business community.

Terry Heaney 
Partner

A provision of the Planning Acts currently protects individuals 
bringing a challenge to a planning decision from an award of 
costs being made against them where the challenge is based 
on environmental grounds. A recent case clarified the meaning 
of that provision, adopting a narrow interpretation and thereby 
potentially leaving individuals in situations where they may 
be liable for costs.
Section 50B of the Planning 
and Development Act 2000 
(the 2000 Act), is a mechanism 
which protects applicants 
who are challenging planning 
decisions from an award of 
costs being made against 
them in environmental 
cases. The recent Court of 
Appeal decision in Heather 
Hill Management Company 
CLG and Anor. v An Bord 
Pleanala [2021] focused on 
the correct interpretation of 
that section and narrowed 
its scope and application.

BACKGROUND
The applicants in this case 
successfully challenged An Bord 
Pleanála’s decision to grant planning 
permission for a strategic housing 
development of 197 dwellings in 
Galway. During the proceedings, the 
Applicants sought for the provisions 
of section 50B of the 2000 Act to be 
applied to the entire proceedings, 
thereby entitling the applicants 
to a protective costs order and 
affording protection against any 
award of costs being made against 
them. The other parties agreed 
that the provisions of section 50B 
applied to some of the grounds 
of appeal, namely those grounds 
which related to the Habitats 
Directive and one ground relating 
to flooding. However, they did not 
accept that the applicants were 
entitled to a protective costs order 
in respect of the remaining grounds.

PREVIOUS HIGH 
COURT DECISION
In examining the scope of section 
50B, the High Court deviated from 
earlier Court of Justice of the 
European Union and High Court 
decisions by adopting a literal 
interpretation of the section and held 
that the special costs rules applied 
to the entirety of the proceedings. 
On this reasoning, any planning 
decision made pursuant to an Irish 
statutory provision, which gave effect 
to one of the four environmental 
directives listed in section 50B, 
would be subject to challenge and 
those initiating the challenge entitled 
to a protective costs order in respect 
of the entirety of the proceedings.

THE COURT OF APPEAL
The Court of Appeal’s decision 
focused on the correct interpretation 
of section 50B. It was noted that 
were the Court to adopt the literal 
interpretation of section 50B as 
proposed by the High Court, it 
would potentially mean that the 
protective costs regime would apply 
even in cases where none of the 
grounds related to the environment. 
In practice, this would result in the 
vast majority of planning decisions 
being subject to the special costs 
rules when challenged, regardless of 
whether there was any environmental 
basis to the specific grounds of 
challenge. The Court of Appeal 
rejected such an approach, noting 
that if the Oireachtas had intended 
for such a radical regime to be 
adopted, it could have explicitly done 
so in the wording of the legislation.

Concluding the judgment it noted 
that the intention of the Oireachtas 
when enacting section 50B was to 
give effect to the obligations under 
EU law, and in turn to comply with 
the obligations of the State under 
the Aarhus Convention, which 
requires member states to introduce 
special costs rules for proceedings 
concerning environmental decisions 
to ensure such proceedings are not 
‘prohibitively expensive’, but not 
to extend the special costs rules 
far wider than was required to fulfil 
these obligations. Consequently, 
the Court held that the special 
costs rules provided for in section 
50B apply only to those grounds of 
challenge which allege a breach of 
the requirements of the directives 
specified in Section 50B(1).

CONSEQUENCES 
OF THE DECISION
The decision may act as a deterrent 
for individuals seeking to appeal 
planning decisions as they may not 
be able to avail of the protective 
costs regime provided for in section 
50B and, consequently, could be 
liable for significant legal fees. The 
Government recently announced a 
review of planning laws, with the aim 
of ensuring the efficient delivery of 
strategic housing and other projects 
and narrowing the grounds or basis 
upon which judicial review of such 
decisions can be initiated. The costs 
incentives in bringing judicial reviews 
related to planning decisions will 
be examined in this review, and the 
decision in this case will likely inform 
at least an element of that process. 

LITIGATION AND DISPUTES & REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

Special costs rules in planning 
and environmental matters  
– is the tide turning?

Pat McInerney 
Partner
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CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY

Hiking for Wellness and Charities
On 1st October our teams around the country enjoyed an afternoon off 
to hike for wellness, team catch-ups and charity. Our Limerick team 
climbed Keeper Hill in Tipperary, Cork took on Corrin Hill in Fermoy, and 
Dublin conquered Killiney Hill and Hawk Cliff in Dalkey. We enjoyed an 
energetic afternoon together catching up after restricted social outings 
due to COVID-19, clearing heads and rejuvenating for the legal year ahead. 
Participants donated to St Gabriel’s Respite Centre and Pieta House.

Limerick Civic Trust Walking Tour
Our team enjoyed a recent walking tour of some 
of Limerick’s historically interesting sights with 
Limerick Civic Trust and Partner, Donal Creaton.

Donal is a long-standing member of Limerick Civic Trust and current 
Vice-Chairperson, and is pleased to be actively involved in the Trust’s 
promotion of a renaissance project to rejuvenate derelict parts of 
Limerick and, in particular, the Georgian Quarter. You can read more about 
the Renaissance Project on our website. Niall was our informative and 
entertaining guide and his stories at every corner and building transported 
us to the Limerick of yesteryear and the families who lived there. We had a 
great evening’s entertainment and finished proceedings with a refreshing 
drink in the garden of No.1 Pery Square, Boutique Hotel, which is almost 
a little museum of Limerick and a jewel in the city’s Georgian quarter.

Nationwide Kinia Reading Buddy Scheme
After the success of the summer 2021 online Kinia Reading 
Buddy Scheme, our team are busy preparing for the winter 2021 
programme, through training and Garda checking procedures.

Kinia is an Irish charity that provides reading support to children in Delivering 
Equality of Opportunity in Schools (DEIS) across Ireland. Children and 
volunteers log on to a safe and secure hosting platform. Volunteers and 
children read along together, one-to-one, focusing on improving work, 
reading and comprehension skills. This scheme builds children's confidence 
in themselves and encourages them to believe in their own abilities. This winter 
our participants will be assisting a school in Clare, reading for 30 minutes, twice 
a week, for 8 weeks. The firm are delighted to support this during the working 
day, providing the necessary technology to read online with the children.  
If your organisation would like to become involved please visit www.kinia.ie.

Law School 
Ambassador
Congratulations to Mikhaela 
O' Shaughnessy, Trainee, on 
her appointment as a Law 
School Ambassador with the 
Law Society of Ireland for the 
2021/2022 PPC1 intake.

Becoming a Solicitor
Mikheala spoke to students at 
Kerry College about how to become 
a solicitor in Ireland. She shared 
her experiences as a trainee with 
Holmes and piqued student interest 
in joining the legal profession.

Client Webinars 
and Workshops
We continue to share knowledge 
and support clients and businesses. 
We provided litigation, employment, 
property and data protection 
seminars to insurers, public 
sector and professionals.

CMG Events delivered another leading 
HR & Employment Law conference. 
Shane Costelloe, one of our employment 
law specialists, was pleased to share his 
expertise through a presentation on the 
topic of Redundancy in Ireland, including 
addressing how the approach to redundancy 
needed to change temporarily as a result 
of COVID-19. Shane also presented at the 
Shannon Chamber webinar Addressing 
the Sea Change in Employment Practice. 
Shane explained how the change in 
employment law practices springing 
from a policy shift from government, law 
makers and recent case law will pose 
unprecedented challenges for employers.

Novas Toy Appeal Brings 
Smiles Nationwide
It is that festive time of the year again and Emma 
Brewer, Secretary, organises our support of the 
Novas Christmas Toy Appeal.

The Toy Appeal helps to provide Christmas presents for under-
privileged children in our local communities. Due to COVID-19 
restrictions the Toy Appeal this year operates flexible gifting 
options including, buying and dropping off physical gifts, 
donating online or buying and giving a retail voucher.

Thank you to Emma and all of our team for their generosity and helping 
spread a little happiness and Christmas cheer across the country.

Novas is a voluntary organisation and Approved Housing Body 
working with families and single adults who are disadvantaged and 
socially excluded; primarily those who are homeless or at risk of being 
homeless. First opening its doors in Limerick city in 2002, Novas has 
grown to include services in locations across Munster and Dublin.

Michael Murphy presented the 
Shannon Chamber webinar High-stake 
Risks to Data Protection in Return to 
Workplace with Garrett O'Neill from 
Data Protection Commission Ireland. 

MICHAEL MURPHY, PARTNER
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An original summons is used to initiate 
a claim on behalf of a plaintiff. It is 
the court document used in personal 
injuries actions, medical negligence 
actions and commercial claims. The 
Rules of the Superior Courts (Renewal 
of a Summons) 2018 was introduced 
in January 2019. It updated the rules 
governing the circumstances in which 
the renewal of an original summons 
will be allowed. There are a variety 
of circumstances in which courts 
will accede to such applications.

An original summons, once issued, 
must be served within 12 months. 
However, failure to serve a summons 
within this time period will not always 
be fatal to the prosecution of a claim.

Summonses can be renewed in two 
distinct situations. The first arises 
where the deadline for service is 
approaching and where the solicitor 
is cognisant that the summons will 
not be served in time. The solicitor 
can make one application to the 
Master of the High Court for the 
renewal of the summons for a 3 
month period. A plaintiff must show 
the court that reasonable efforts have 
been made to serve the summons or 
where they have established ‘other 
good reason’. A plaintiff must set out 
all the reasons justifying renewal in 
their grounding affidavit.

The second situation arises where the 
12 month service period has expired. 
This application must be made to a 
Judge of the High Court. Order 8 of 
the Rules of the Superior Courts is 
the safety net for practitioners who 
fail to serve an original summons 

within 12 months. The application 
can be made even if the Master of 
the High Court previously granted an 
application to renew. The maximum 
renewal period is 3 months. In such 
applications, an applicant must show 
that there are ‘special circumstances’ 
which justify the renewal of the 
summons. The courts will not protect 
practitioners for ‘mere inadvertence’ 
to serve a summons. Special 
circumstances must apply to justify 
a renewal outside of 12 months.

SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
The absence of prejudice to a 
defendant and administrative 
oversight have been cited as examples 
of situations which did not constitute 
special circumstances. The courts can 
consider if the balance of justice lies in 
renewal. Delay in obtaining an expert 
report has been allowed as a special 
circumstance to justify the failure to 
serve a summons in time in a medical 
negligence action, although only in 
circumstances where there has not 
been unnecessary delay on the part of 
an applicant in obtaining that opinion.

LIMIT ON APPLICATIONS
There is no explicit limit on the 
number of applications that can be 
made to renew as it is conceivable 
that the special circumstances 
that existed at the time of the 
original application could endure 
outside the initial 3 month period.

 IN BRIEF 
Rules govern the circumstances in which the renewal of a summons will be allowed. We 
explore the circumstances in which courts will accede to renewal of a summons application.

INSURANCE LITIGATION

‘Special Circumstances’–
What can be done 
if time has run out? Triona Walsh 

Senior Associate

Operating commercial premises in a sustainable and more 
environmentally friendly way are key priorities for many commercial 
landlords and tenants. Before entering into a green lease becomes 
possible, landlords must consider various greening options and 
put in place resources and plans. This article sets out some key 
considerations on how landlords and management companies 
of commercial properties can go green.

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 

GREENING COMMERCIAL LEASES

Gillian Butler 
Senior Solicitor

‘Summonses can be 
renewed in two distinct 
situations’ 

‘An application to renew a 
summons should be made 
as soon as practicable’

Commercial buildings are 
responsible for a high level 
of Ireland’s overall energy 
consumption, water consumption 
and waste generation. ‘Green 
leases’ are becoming increasingly 
attractive to landlords and tenants 
alike, not only to save on utility 
costs but also to reduce their 
organisation’s carbon footprint 
and operate in a more sustainable, 
ethical way.

They include provisions for the 
management and improvement of the 
environmental performance of a building 
and set out a framework for engagement 
between the owner and occupier of a 
building for the procurement, control, 
and use of resources.

Landlords, or management companies, 
need to provide certain facilities in order 
for the tenant to be able to implement 
green procedures. The Responsible 
Property Management Toolkit was 
launched, through a joint initiative of 
the Better Buildings Partnership & 
Managing Agents Partnership, to provide 
a comprehensive practical guide in 
responsible property management for 
asset, property and facilities managers. 
Some of those key considerations for 
ways to improve the environmental 
performance of a commercial premises 
for letting, and subsequent negotiation 
and provision for in a green lease, 
include:-

1. WATER
Installation of separate water meters 
in a multi-tenant building can facilitate 
periodic audits of water consumption 
which can be provided for in the lease. 
This will monitor water usage as well 
as identify any leaks to be addressed.

2. WASTE
Having the correct waste disposal 
procedures in place in a building is 
vital. However, it depends on the 
building and its use. In a multi-tenant 
building, a designated area for refuse 
disposal which is shared by tenants can 
reduce the number of refuse collection 
companies travelling to the building, 
as well as disposal costs. The landlord 
would need to identify sufficient 
storage space.

Subsequent green lease clauses 
could then provide that the occupier 
of a building ensures their employees 
are aware of their waste and 
recycling facilities.

3. ENERGY
Energy usage in a commercial 
building can be reduced if the correct 
procedures and strategies are in place. 
Where appropriate, separate meters 
could be installed for individual utilities 
and, where available, energy could be 
purchased from renewable resources.

Installation of motion detection lights 
for the building using energy efficient 
lights could save energy along with the 
introduction of renewable energy and 
low carbon technology.

Green leases are useful for enforcing 
the monitoring of energy use in a 
building to identify high use periods 
and to check for anomalies.

4. TRANSPORT
Landlords and tenants can co-operate 
with each other to provide facilities for 
staff to enable cycling to work, such as 
on site bicycle storage, showers and 
changing facilities.

Carpooling schemes among 
employees could also be encouraged. 

Consideration could be given to 
providing electric car charging points 
on site for use by employees. Such 
provisions may prove instrumental in 
securing and retaining tenants and 
employees as demand for charging 
points rises.

5. SERVICE PROVISION
Owners and occupiers can work 
together to ensure all service 
providers and contract workers are 
aware of and operate in line with 
any sustainable procurement policy 
in place for the building. Where 
appropriate, the necessary training 
can be given.

Where cleaning contractors are 
employed, they could be required to 
follow the energy, waste and water 
management policies for the building.

Green leases can be tailored to cover 
various service provisions in place.

CONCLUSION
Landlords and management 
companies may have work to be done 
to assess and improve commercial 
properties. Tenant co-operation is 
then key to ensuring the daily use of 
a building in the most sustainable 
and environmentally friendly 
way. It is important that a tenant, 
and landlords, comply with their 
obligations under any green lease 
to ensure that there is the intended 
optimal impact on the environment. 
Both landlords and tenants have a 
vital role to play in making buildings 
and premises more energy 
efficient. Given COP26 and the UN 
Sustainable Goals both landlords and 
tenants will increasingly start to look 
for and expect green compliance in 
commercial property arrangements.

TIME LIMITS
There is no time limit set out in the 
legislation, but an application to renew 
a summons should be made as soon as 
practicable. In Brereton v Governors of 
the National Maternity Hospital [2020], 
a delay of 10 weeks was considered to 
be at the outer limit of what would be 
accepted in the particular circumstances 
of that case. In the case of O’Connor v 
HSE [2019] the court commented that 
the longer a plaintiff delayed in making 
the application past the 12 month limit, 
the more difficult it would be for him/her.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
 — Order 8 of the Rules of the Superior 
Courts is the safety net for 
practitioners who fail to serve an 
original summons within 12 months.

 — The courts will not protect 
practitioners for ‘mere inadvertence’ 
to serve a summons. Special 
circumstances must apply to justify 
a renewal outside of 12 months.

 — All grounds for renewal must be 
set out in the grounding affidavit as 
further grounds will not be allowed 
at a later stage.

 — As a defendant, if you are served 
with a renewed summons, it is 
imperative to obtain a copy of the 
application which grounded the 
application to renew and seek 
legal advice before taking any 
further steps in a case.
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The Government issued the draft Sick Leave Bill 2021 
(the ‘Bill’) in November 2021. Tánaiste and Minister for 
Enterprise, Trade and Employment, Leo Varadkar, explained 
the aim of the legislation was to make sure that ‘every 
worker, especially lower paid workers in the private sector, 
have the security and peace of mind knowing that if they 
fall ill and miss work, they won’t lose out on a full day’s pay’.

The introduction of this legislation will bring Ireland 
in line with its European neighbours and will oblige 
employers to provide a minimum number of paid sick 
days annually from 2022. The Bill is likely to be signed 
into law as an Act by the President in early 2022.

BACKGROUND TO THE BILL
Ireland's current lack of employer-paid sick pay was 
criticised by the National Public Health Emergency Team 
(NPHET), arising from the suggestion it impacted on the 
spread of COVID-19; the suggestion being that employees 
with COVID-19 symptoms were disincentivised from taking 
sick leave due to the corresponding repercussions on 
their pay. According to the Regulatory Impact Assessment 
of the Bill, the sick pay scheme proposed by the Bill 
(the ‘Scheme’) will lead to a safer work environment, make 
Ireland a more attractive country to live and work in, and 
reduce the spread of infectious illnesses and diseases.

WHAT CHANGES WILL EMPLOYERS FACE?
If introduced, the Scheme will be phased in over a 
four-year period, beginning with the introduction of 
a right to three employer-paid sick leave days per 
year in 2022 and rising incrementally to five days in 
2023, seven days in 2024 and ten days in 2025. While 
the Government considered providing for a right to 
between 15 and 30 days of employer-paid sick leave 
per year, this was not pursued on the basis that it 
would represent a disproportionate cost for employers.

Of note, a 2019 survey found that only 44% of 
Irish employers are believed to provide any form 
of paid sick leave, and so implementation of the 
Scheme is expected to result in significant costs 
to those employers not offering such a benefit, 
and indeed to those many employers whose 
policies may not be as generous as the Scheme.

‘The right to sick pay will be 
legally enforceable by employees 
through the Workplace Relations 
Commission and the courts’

EMPLOYMENT, PENSIONS AND BENEFITS Shane Costelloe 
Senior Associate

Mandatory sick pay: 
A big change on the  
way for employers?
 IN BRIEF 
We consider the proposed Sick Leave Bill 2021 and what the introduction of statutory 
sick pay in Ireland from 2022 would mean for employers. If introduced, the Scheme 
will be phased in over a four-year period, beginning with the introduction of an employee 
right to three employer-paid sick leave days per year in 2022 and rising incrementally 
to five days in 2023, seven days in 2024 and ten days in 2025.

WHAT LEVEL OF SICK 
PAY WILL BE PAID BY 
EMPLOYERS AND HOW 
DO EMPLOYEES QUALIFY?
Under the Scheme, sick pay will be 
paid by employers at a rate of 70% 
of an employee’s wage subject to 
a maximum limit of €110 per day. 
The daily maximum limit of €110 
was set following a cross-economy 
assessment of mean weekly 
earnings in 2019 (€786.33 per week 
equates to an annual salary of 
€40,889.16). It is important to note 
that this threshold can be revised 
over time by ministerial order in line 
with inflation and changing incomes.

The 70% and daily cap are set to 
ensure excessive costs are not 
placed solely on employers, who 
in certain sectors may also have to 
deal with the cost of replacing staff 
who are out sick at short notice.

Employees must have a minimum 
of six months service with the 
employer to be eligible to receive 
statutory sick pay. The Scheme also 
applies to both fixed-term and part-
time employees. It is a condition 
of the Scheme that the employee 
must obtain a medical certificate.

Once the entitlement to statutory 
sick pay from the employer ends, 
employees may take more time 
off due to sickness. The employee 
can only qualify for Illness Benefit 
from the State (which is currently 
set at €203 per week) or COVID 
Illness Benefit (currently up to 
€350 per week, if still available) 
if the employee has the requisite 
social insurance contributions.

WHAT SHOULD 
EMPLOYERS DO NOW?
For now, employers simply need to 
keep abreast of developments in 
this area and plan for compliance 
with future statutory obligations. 
Updates to employment policies 
and employment contracts will be 
required on enactment of the Act.

If you are an employer who 
is concerned about issues 
surrounding sick pay policies and 
need to review your employment 
contracts please contact us.

GOLD GRADE 
DEMONSTRATES 
COMMITMENT  
TO QUALITY

9000
The Legal Quality

Standard

Institute of Legal
Research & Standards

ANNA OWENS, PARTNER

Congratulations to all of our team on the 
firm once again being awarded an exceptional 
score of 99%, a Gold Standard, in the Q9000 
Legal Quality Standard audit, October 2021.
The Q9000 is recognised by the Law Society of Ireland and 
awarded by the Institute of Legal Research and Standards. It 
is the most advanced strategic, risk and quality management 
standard for law firms, and it demonstrates exceptional 
levels of strategic, innovation and quality management.

Partner, Anna Owens, leads our risk and quality audit and standard.

‘Quality management across all areas of how we do business is 
vital to achieve continued success and excellence in delivery of 
our legal services to clients. We are delighted to see independent 
accreditation acknowledging our commitment to quality.’

The firm has a long history of accreditation, having first 
obtained an ISO accreditation in 2004. Since then we have 
constantly improved and developed processes, systems 
and procedures. In 2010 we obtained a legally tailored 
accreditation – going on to achieve higher standards of 
certification, obtaining the Q6000 Legal Quality Standard in 
2012 and the Q9000 in 2015, the highest standard available.

‘This progressive and professional full-service law firm has 
continued to maintain a top-level score over the last twelve 
years of independent risk management accreditation. 
This is a very impressive achievement, particularly as the 
firm have managed to increase its score in 3 modules this 
year. This is a testament to the work of those involved in 
implementing the risk management strategy in the firm.’

Rose Husdon, Auditor, Institute of Legal Research & Standards
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LIMERICK CHAMBER  
REGIONAL BUSINESS  
AWARDS 2021 WINNERS
The winners have been announced for the Limerick Chamber Regional 
Business Awards 2021! Congratulations to all and those who were 
shortlisted. Thank you to everyone who entered this year's awards.

The winners were announced at the awards ceremony on 19th November.  
It was fantastic and inspiring to hear the wonderful stories of all of those who 
were shortlisted in the 8 categories. The winners and those shortlisted were:-

INTERVIEW

Amarenco Group are a major global solar power producer and a 
leading company in sustainability. They design, develop, finance, 
acquire, build and operate medium to large scale solar photovoltaic 
infrastructures with over 2,000 projects completed to date.

Born in Cork city in 1968, John studied 
Electrical Engineering in University 
College Cork, followed by a Masters 
Degree in Engineering and later an MBA 
from Smurfit Business School. His work 
means he does a lot of international 
travel but, when in Ireland, he divides 
his time between Cork and Dublin.

John joined ESB in 1989, at which time 
there were no wind or solar farms in 
Ireland and climate change was not 
on the public agenda as it is today. 
However, fast forward 32 years and the 
landscape has changed dramatically.

He believes that the clock 
is ticking for fossil fuels 
‘but they will be around 
for some time yet’.
‘The renewable investment space now 
dominates global investment in the 
power sector. The perfect convergence 
of solar module price reduction over the 
last decade and binding climate change 
targets motivated me and my fellow 
founders to establish Amarenco.’

Stephen Walker (Of Counsel, Holmes) 
has worked with Amarenco from the 
very beginning and agrees that the 
company has changed extensively from 
the four-person operation in mid-2013:

‘Like any young company, funding and 
cash flow are the oil for the engine… 
started with a small group of investors 
and built up a network of retail investors 
who have remained loyal over the years.’

Amarenco has progressively moved 
from retail investors to high net worth 
and now institutional investors. Their 
success can be tracked by their 
fundraising rounds, increasing from 
€500k in 2013 to €186m in 2020. Next 
year they intend to raise further funds 
to invest in their organic and inorganic 
developments, setting themselves the 
task of being one of the largest solar 
PV independent power producers.

In the early days, Amarenco’s key 
challenge was to build credibility. 
However, as they completed deals year 
on year and entered into partnerships 
with global giants, such as TOTAL, 

Insider Knowledge
John Mullins on how to achieve 
a decarbonised economy Molly Burke 

Solicitor

Macquarie and Infracapital, they 
established themselves as a key 
player in their market globally.

In 2020, Amarenco received 
investment from IDIA (Credit 
Agricole) and Tikehau Capital. 
John reasons that:

‘This gave us the ability to grow into 
over 15 markets worldwide, across 
which we now employ close on 200 
people. We operate in Europe, Middle 
East, North Africa and Asia Pacific 
regions, with assets in Japan and 
French Guyana in South America.’

He expects the Irish solar market 
to be about 2GW in the 2030’s. 
This is low compared to the rest 
of Europe, but it is a significant 
investment in Irish terms. Amarenco 
hopes to build out between 10% 
and 15% of these assets.

‘Ireland was very slow to 
see the inevitable validity 
of Solar PV. We have very 
low levels of installed 
capacity, but the recent 
Government led auctions 
have paved the way for 
large installations this 
decade.’

 IN BRIEF 

We interview John Mullins, Executive Chairman of Amarenco Solar, and discuss  
Amarenco’s successes, the Irish and European solar energy sectors and climate change.

BEST PANDEMIC PIVOT AWARD
Sponsored by Limerick 
Chamber Skillnet.
WINNER: Fitzgerald’s Woodlands Hotel.  
FINALISTS: Ingenium and Cantec Group.

BEST EMERGING BUSINESS AWARD
Sponsored by Limerick City 
and County Council.
WINNER: Crew Brewing Co. 
FINALISTS: Gracon Equipment 
Inspection and Longcourt House Hotel.

BEST LARGE BUSINESS AWARD
Sponsored by Holmes 
O'Malley Sexton LLP.
WINNER: Kirby Group Engineering. 
FINALISTS: Three Ireland and Fiserv.

BEST SME BUSINESS AWARD
Sponsored by Allied Irish Bank.
WINNER: Croom Precision Medical. 
FINALISTS: Modulacc and ActionPoint.

BEST CSR ORGANISATION AWARD
Sponsored by EY Ireland.
WINNER: AMCS.  
FINALISTS: Lime Tree 
Theatre and Lidl Ireland.

BEST NOT FOR PROFIT AWARD
Sponsored by Northern Trust.
WINNER: Learning Hub Limerick.  
FINALISTS: Bedford Row Family 
Project and Helium Arts

BEST RETAIL AND HOSPITALITY 
BUSINESS AWARD
Sponsored by BDO.
WINNER: Limerick Strand Hotel.  
FINALISTS: Mother Macs and 
University Concert Hall

BEST EMPLOYER: EMPLOYEE 
TALENT DEVELOPMENT & 
WORKPLACE WELLNESS AWARD
Sponsored by University of Limerick.
WINNER: Kirby Group.  
FINALISTS: Three Ireland and  
SL Controls

BEST OVERALL BUSINESS 
OF THE YEAR AWARD
Sponsored by Technological University 
of the Shannon: Midlands Midwest, TUS.
WINNER: Croom Precision Medical

We are once again pleased to sponsor the Best Large Business: Contribution to 
the Region Award in recognition of the invaluable positive contribution of large 
businesses to the midwest.

Congratulations to all of those involved, including the sponsors 
and Limerick chamber. It has again been fantastic to celebrate 
and support wonderful innovative businesses, entrepreneurs 
and organisations in the Limerick region. 

Conscious of the challenges 
faced by Irish companies when 
it comes to Environmental, 
Society and Governance (ESG); 
he believes that this and carbon 
taxes will force companies to 
engage with renewables more 
as the decade concludes.

With COP26 and the European 
Green Deal in mind, John 
outlines what companies 
can do to assist in achieving 
a decarbonised economy.

‘Insulate their premises, 
introduce demand reduction 
techniques, travel less, buy 
electric vehicles and buy their 
power directly from companies 
like Amarenco. All of these 
initiatives will save them money 
and their annual reports will 
reflect these changes in line with 
the requirement of our planet.’

He credits the COVID-19 
pandemic for forcing people 
to take stock and become 
more aware of the damage 
we have done to the planet.

‘The balance of biodiversity 
and temperature on our planet 
has changed dramatically since 
the 1900’s. During COVID-19 
people have undoubtedly 
stopped and thought more 
about their role in all of this.’

John hopes Amarenco 
can make a substantial 
contribution to climate 
change and biodiversity.

‘The future is bright 
as long as the sun 
shines.’

JOHN MULLINS, AMARENCO SOLAR
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M&A deals at an  
all time high despite  
COVID-19 pandemic
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MERGERS, ACQUISITIONS AND INVESTMENTS 

 IN BRIEF 

Globally, M&A activity 
in 2021 is the strongest 
it has ever been since 
records began.

In Ireland, M&A activity soared with 
a 33% rise on the same period in 
2020 and the most of any half-year 
period on Mergermarket record 
since 2006. This surge is built on 
the remarkable recovery made in 
the final quarter of 2020 with 73% 
of deals completing in the mid-
market category (€5m–€250m). 
Activity in the technology, pharma, 
insurance broker and consumer 
sectors have increased and Holmes 
were delighted to lead transactions 
in some of these sectors.

Over the summer we worked with 
Renatus Capital Partners, an Irish 
private equity firm, on their strategic 
investment in the Allied Imports Group, 
the owner of the Tipperary Crystal 
brand. Allied is one of the leading 
giftware, jewellery, homewares and 
Christmas product providers in Ireland. 
Both Renatus’ and John Herlihy’s 
(formerly of LinkedIn and Google) 
investment will support Tipperary 
Crystal’s future growth plans across 
Ireland, the UK and Europe.

2021 saw a significant increase in 
independent insurance firms being 
acquired by larger brokers. This was 
fuelled by strong valuations in the 
industry along with an unprecedented 
level of consolidation both nationally 
and internationally. Holmes advised 
Darragh Goggin in the sale of Goggin 
Insurance Brokers to Innovu, a private-
equity backed insurance brokers group. 
We also acted for the shareholders 
of McMahon Galvin, a Dublin city-
based insurance broker who was 
acquired by Aston Lark Ireland in 
their continued growth acceleration.

The lead up to the end of the year has 
been a busy one with more deals lined 
up for 2022. In Q4 of 2021, we advised 
the shareholders of the independent 
packaging company, Limerick 
Packaging, in the sale of the company 
to Zeus Packaging, a large global 
packaging solutions company. Limerick 
Packaging was established in 2002 by 
Connie Ryan and Mike Boland and it has 
an annual turnover of €17.4m. This deal 
is a major step in Zeus’s next phase of 
the company’s growth plan with their 
Irish workforce increasing to 221.

We worked with our long-standing 
client, ActionPoint, Ireland’s leading 
digital transformation services firm 
on their acquisition of ICT Project 
Management Limited, a Dublin based

IT services firm. This is ActionPoint’s 
second acquisition in three years 
and will assist in strengthening their 
position in the Dublin market.

We acted for our client BHSL Group, 
a Limerick based agri-tech company 
on their recent acquisition of Glan 
Agua Ltd. BHSL is a waste solutions 
company which has developed a 
unique, patented system (Fluidised 
Bed Combustion) to convert waste 
into energy. Glan Agua is a clean water 
and wastewater solutions business. 
Denis Brosnan, BHSL Executive 
Chairman, described this deal with 
Glan Agua as an ‘excellent fit’. It will 
double BHSL’s revenue and expand its 
operations into adjacent water services 
and waste management activities.

In recent times, nursing homes have 
become a prolific target for M&A 
activity. In November 2021, we were 
delighted to work with the shareholders 
of Athlunkard Nursing Home Limited 
to finalise the sale of the County Clare 
nursing home to Orpea Group Ireland. 
Orpea is the largest private nursing 
home operator in Ireland and this 
acquisition was one of many for Orpea 
since entering the Irish market in 2020.

George Kennedy 
Partner

If you would like to find out more about 
these deals and our M&A practice, 
please contact George Kennedy, 
Corporate and Commercial Lead. 
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